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Nuclear reactor lifetimes may be limited by nano-scale Cu-Mn-Ni-Si precipitates (CRPs and 
MNSPs) that form under neutron irradiation (NI) of pressure vessel (RPV) steels, resulting in 
hardening and ductile to brittle transition temperature increases (embrittlement). Physical 
models of embrittlement must be based on characterization of precipitation as a function of the 
combination of metallurgical and irradiation variables. Here we focus on rapid and convenient 
charged particle irradiations (CPI) to both: a) compare to precipitates formed in NI; and, b) use 
CPI to efficiently explore precipitation in steels with a very wide range of compositions. Atom 
probe tomography (APT) comparisons show NI and CPI for similar bulk steel solute contents 
yield nearly the same precipitate compositions, albeit with some differences in their number 
density, size and volume fraction (f) dose (dpa) dependence. However, the overall precipitate 
evolutions are very similar. Advanced high Ni (> 3 wt.%) RPV steels, with superior 
unirradiated properties, were also investigated at high CPI dpa. For typical Mn contents, 
MNSPs have Ni16Mn6Si7 or Ni3Mn2Si phase type compositions, with f values that are close to 
the equilibrium phase separated values. However, in steels with very low Mn and high Ni, Ni2-
3Si silicide phase type precipitate compositions are observed; and when Ni is low, the 
precipitate compositions are close to the MnSi phase field. Low Mn significantly reduces, but 
does not eliminate, precipitation in high Ni steels. A comparison of dispersed barrier model 
predictions with measured hardening data suggests that the Ni-Si dominated precipitates are 
weaker dislocation obstacles than the G phase type MNSPs.  
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1. Introduction, Background and Objective 
Extending the lifetime of nuclear plants to 80 years is critical to sustaining the world’s 
largest contributor to C-free electricity production [1]. However, embrittlement of reactor 
pressure vessels may limit the extended lifetimes of light water nuclear reactors [2–4]. 
Embrittlement is primarily caused by nm-scale precipitates and solute-defect cluster complexes 
that evolve under irradiation [4–6]. Thermal precipitation at RPV operating temperatures 
around 290°C is very sluggish, but is greatly accelerated under irradiation by large excess 
populations of mobile vacancy and self-interstitial atom (SIA) defects. Precipitates that form 
by radiation enhanced diffusion (RED) and induced segregation (RIS) result in hardening 
(increases in the yield stress, y), which in turn, cause embrittlement, manifested as an 
elevation in the steel’s ductile to brittle transition temperature T).  
Life extension to 80 years will require robust predictions of RPV T at high neutron 
fluence (t), where power reactor surveillance data is largely unavailable [4,7–9]. 
Understanding microstructural evolutions as a function of t, or displacements per atom (dpa), 
flux (), irradiation temperature (Ti), product form and alloy composition, is needed for 
developing physically-based, predictive T models [7–10]. High  material test reactors 
(MTRs) have been extensively utilized to study RPV embrittlement because they can reach 
high t in a much shorter time than in a power reactor vessel [4,9]. Here we explore the potential 
of even more convenient charged particle irradiations (CPI) to study microstructural 
evolutions, with emphasis on the nanoscale precipitates. Limited comparisons show that CPI 
result in precipitate volume fractions (f) and compositions that are similar to those formed in 
neutron irradiations (NI). Thus, CPI were used here to characterize precipitation for a matrix 
of advanced alloys with compositions that extend beyond the typical range the current RPV 
steels. The focus is on developing so-called super-clean steels, with very high Ni contents (> 3 
wt.%), that have superior unirradiated properties [11–16]. However, high Ni levels lead to 
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enormous irradiation hardening and embrittlement in RPV steels with typical Mn and Si 
contents [11]. Thus, super-clean steels have much lower Mn (and impurity S) contents, which 
is aimed at limiting the amount of nanoscale precipitation. The CPI study reported here 
demonstrates that reductions in Mn do indeed reduce the precipitate f, but only to a limited 
extent. Notably, the CPI can easily reach several dpa resulting in a nearly fully phase separated 
precipitate volume fractions (fmax); while such high dpa are well above that experienced by 
vessels even during extended life, fmaxis a necessary parameter in embrittlement models [4]. 
The main variables that interact to mediate T are , t, Ti and the Cu, Ni, Mn, Si and P 
contents of the steel [4–10].  Since RPV compositions vary widely around the world, accurate 
T predictions require an understanding of the individual and synergistic effects of these 
variables. The earliest mechanistic embrittlement model was based on the rapid RED enhanced 
precipitation of Cu, as the dominant cause of hardening and embrittlement [17]. However, it 
was both observed and modeled early on, that Cu rich precipitates (CRPs) are alloyed with Mn, 
Ni and Si [10,18–21]. Copper is an impurity element in RPV steels and can remain dissolved 
up to concentrations ≈ 0.3 at.% [7,8,22]. Note, unless otherwise stated, compositions are 
expressed here in terms of at.%. In contrast to trace amounts of impurity Cu, the total 
concentration of alloying elements Ni, Mn and Si is typically ≈ 3 % or more. Thus, a major 
issue with RPV life extension is the potential the slow formation of much larger f of Mn, Ni 
and Si precipitates (MNSPs).  Notably, the formation of MNSPs, even in low Cu steels, was 
first predicted about 25 years ago [10,18–21]. MNSPs can lead to unexpectedly severe 
hardening and corresponding T, but they are currently not accounted for in most regulatory 
models [4,7,8,23,24]. MNSPs, have been called late blooming phases (LBP), due to their slow 
nucleation and growth rates compared to CRPs [4–6,9–11,18–21]. However, MNSPs are now 
widely observed [25–35]. Further, recent models [36–39] support the early predictions of their 
evolutions as intermetallic phases. While MNSPs form in low Cu steels, primarily by 
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heterogeneous nucleation [36,37], they also emerge as separate appendage co-precipitates, 
attached to CRP core shell structures at high t [4,31,33,39,40]. The main driver for MNSP 
formation is Ni. The MNSPs are nearly completely precipitated at very high neutron t, 
predicted by Fe-Mn-Ni-Si system phase boundaries, as modified by the Gibbs-Thomson effect; 
for example in a high t study, the MNSP f was  ≈ 0.75(2Ni + Cu) + 0.27 [4,11,31,33]. 
However, neutron irradiations (NI) of RPV steels to study embrittlement at high, 
extended life t are costly and time-consuming. In contrast, charged particle irradiations (CPI) 
can be used to rapidly explore the effects of embrittlement variables and mechanisms, typically 
taking tens of hours to produce 80-year NI damage doses, in units of dpa  [41–43]. The charged 
particle is typically a medium weight ion like Fe++. Heavy ion CPI do not produce radioactive 
byproducts, thus samples can be handled without any special safety procedures. While they do 
not simulate neutron embrittlement, CPI provide a rapid and cost effective way to gain insight 
into precipitation mechanisms. Further, CPI can help to determine which new RPV steel 
compositions are most likely to be susceptible to the formation of large f of MNSPs, thus 
helping to guide future advanced RPV steel development. 
However, there are many differences between NI and CPI as noted in the partial list 
and dpa rates can strongly affect RED accelerated precipitation [4–6,9,25,31,33,37,38,43–46]. 
For example, for a fixed set of other variables, far fewer defects escape vacancy-SIA 
recombination at high dpa rates, thereby reducing the efficiency of RED and defect 
accumulation. RIS driven precipitation also depends on damage rate, as do the effects of 
ballistic mixing [46,47]. Further, there are differences between CPI and NI secondary atomic 
recoil spectra [41]. CPI effects are modified by nearby free surface defect sinks, and experience 
steep depth gradients in dpa and dpa rates [41,42]. Local dpa rates are also time dependent if 
the ion beams are rastered [42]. CPI injects extra interstitials of the bombarding species [41,42]. 
Finally, accelerator irradiations can also lead to impurity pickup of elements like C [48,49].  
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 Thus one objective of this work was to compare the precipitates formed in RPV steels 
in both NI and CPI irradiated conditions. This comparison showed that, in general, the 
differences are moderate. Specifically we directly compare the precipitate average diameters 
(<d>), number densities (N), f and compositions for steels with: a) high 0.24 % Cu and 1.03 % 
Ni (LD) and a medium 0.15 % Cu and 0.71 % Ni (LI) following CPI at ≈ 290°C and NI at ≈ 
300°C, both to ≈ 0.2 dpa; b) the same LD alloy NI at 320°C to a high ≈ 1.8 dpa, and CPI 
irradiated at 290°C to an even higher ≈ 4.0 dpa. While direct comparisons were not possible in 
the following cases, two other NI low < 0.02 % Cu steels, with medium 0.69 % Ni (LG) and 
high 1.71% % Ni (CM6), and 1.15+0.28 Mn contents, were compared to two other low <0.05 
% Cu CPI steels with roughly similar respective Ni and Mn compositions (A39 ≈ 0.57 % Ni, 
≈ 0.91 Mn and A22 ≈ 1.82 % Ni, 1.28 % Mn). Again, the NI was ≈ 1.8 dpa at 320°C and the 
CPI was at 290°C to ≈ 4.0 dpa. Note, these A-series steels were also NI in a lower ≈ 0.2 dpa, 
290°C irradiation, but comparable dpa CPI data on these alloys is not available. In all cases 
only a modest differences in composition of the MNSPs was observed. The MNSP f was 
slightly lower in the CPI condition, which is not unexpected due to the high dpa rate, while the 
corresponding N values are lower and the <d> are somewhat larger. 
A second objective of this study was to characterize and analyze the precipitates in new 
very high Ni (> 3 %) alloys formed under CPI as a function of the combined effects of Ni, Mn 
and Si. The precipitate <d>, N and f values generally increase with Mn, Si, Cu and, especially, 
Ni. More notably, however, the MNSP f increases linearly with the G phase solute product SPG 
= [Ni16Mn6Si7]1/29.  
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental materials and 
methods. Section 3.1 demonstrates the ability of CPI to produce MNSPs with similar f and 
compositions as NI. Supported by these results, Section 3.2 summarizes the effects of high dpa 
CPI on MNSPs in the advanced steel (A-series) matrix with a wide range of compositions, 
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including high Ni. Section 3.3 describes a thermodynamic analysis of these results. Section 3.4 
estimates the irradiation Δσy and ΔT in the CPI at in both nearly fully precipitated and lower 
dpa NI relevant service conditions. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the overall results.  
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2. Experimental Methods 
 The compositions and heat treatments of the RPV steels in this study are shown in Table 
1. The small heat, split-melt steels have microstructures and mechanical properties that are 
essentially the same as actual RPV steel base metals with similar compositions. 




Cu Ni Mn Si Cr Mo P C Fe 
LG* <0.01 0.70 1.38 0.43 0.05 0.32 0.01 0.74 Bal. 
CM6* 0.02 1.59 1.52 0.34 0.05 0.31 0.01 0.69 Bal. 
LD* 0.33 1.18 1.39 0.45 0.07 0.31 0.01 0.88 Bal. 
LI* 0.17 0.70 1.38 0.47 0.09 0.32 0.01 0.74 Bal. 
A13 Ϯ 0.06 3.28 1.49 1.24 0.11 0.30 0.01 1.06 Bal. 
A16 Ϯ 0.52 3.27 1.52 0.40 0.11 0.30 0.01 1.02 Bal. 
A22 Ϯ 0.05 1.58 1.51 0.41 0.11 0.30 0.01 1.34 Bal. 
A28 Ϯ 0.05 3.26 0.25 1.22 0.11 0.31 0.01 1.24 Bal. 
A32 Ϯ 0.05 3.34 2.08 0.45 0.14 0.30 0.02 1.02 Bal. 
A34 Ϯ 0.06 3.25 0.08 0.38 0.10 0.28 0.01 1.02 Bal. 
A37 Ϯ 0.05 0.20 1.49 1.22 0.11 0.30 0.01 1.24 Bal. 
A39Ϯ 0.03 0.66 1.47 0.41 0.12 0.28 0.01 0.97 Bal. 
* Also contains some S and other trace elements. L-series heat treatment: austenized at 900°C for 1 h, air cooled, tempered at 664°C for 4 h, 
air cooled, stress relieved at 600°C for 40 h, followed by a furnace cooling to 300°C, then air cooled to room temperature. CM heat treatment: 
tempered at 660°C for 4 h, air cooled, then stress relieved at 607°C for 24 h followed by a slow cool at 8°C/h to 300°C, then air cooled 
Ϯ A series matrix heat treatment: austenitized at 920°C for 1 h followed by an air cool, then tempered at 600°C for 5 h followed by an air cool. 
 The NI were carried out in the Belgian Reactor 2 (BR2) at a ≈ 1.0x1014 n/cm2-s to a 
t≈ 1.3x1020 n/cm2 at 300°C [50]; and the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) at Idaho National 
Laboratory at a  ≈ 2.3x1014 n/cm2-s to a t ≈ 1.1x1021 n/cm2 at 320°C [51,52]. This t 
corresponds to ≈ 0.2 dpa and 1.4x10-7 dpa/s and ≈ 1.8 dpa and 3.1x10-7 dpa/s, respectively. 
These results of these have been partially published previously [31,33]. The target temperature 
of this irradiation location was 290°C. However, the final INL “as run” irradiation temperature 
was revised to be  ≈ 320°C as reported in [51]. The CPI were carried out at the Dual Beam 
Facility for Energy Science and Technology (DuET) at Kyoto University in Japan. A rastered 
beam of 6.4 MeV Fe3+ ions produced a peak of 0.6 or 13 dpa at 290°C and a depth of ≈ 1.6 μm 
in 3.0 mm diameter x 0.5 mm thick disc specimens. The Kinchin-Pease model in the SRIM 
2008 code, with a displacement energy of 40 eV, was used for the dpa calculation, as 
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recommended in ASTM E521-96 (2009) [53]. The dpa rate at the APT sampling depth was 
about ≈ 3.4x10-5 and ≈ 1.5x10-4 dpa/s. The sample temperature was controlled using infrared 
heater on the back of specimen stage and a thermal imaging camera to monitor at the front of 
the specimens, calibrated with K-type thermocouple measurements on a dummy steel sample. 
The uncertainty in the irradiation temperature is estimated to be ≈ ± 5°C. The ion beam in the 
DuET facility is rastered at 300 and 1000 Hz vertically and horizontally, respectively.  
 Figure 1a shows the Focused Ion Beam (FIB) liftouts, which subsequently were 
sharpened by annular milling to fabricate APT needles with a tip radius of ≈ 50-100 nm. The 
FIB voltages and beam currents were reduced to 5 kV and 48 pA and 2 kV and 27 pA, 
respectively, for final cleanup and partial removal of Ga damage layer. Procedures for creating 
site-specific liftouts and sharpened APT tips by annular milling are described elsewhere 
[54,55]. The 5 kV cleanup milled the tip to ≈ 500 +/- 50nm depth from the top liftout surface, 
corresponding to ≈ 0.2 dpa at ≈ 3.4x10-5 dpa/s and ≈ 4.0 dpa at ≈ 1.5x10-4 dpa/s. Figure 1b 
shows that at the higher dpa rate the damage profile gradient in this region modest, varying 
from ≈ 4.0-4.4 dpa over the 150 nm depth sampled. The irradiation conditions are summarized 




Table 2. NI and CPI conditions. 
  













BR2 Low  Neutron >1 1.3x1020 1.0x1014 0.2 1.4x10-07 300 
ATR1 High  Neutron >1 1.1x1021 2.3x1014 1.8 3.1x10-07 320 
DuET:L Low Fe3+ 6.4 - - 0.2 3.4x10-05 290 
DuET:H High  Fe3+ 6.4 - - 4.0 1.5x10-04 290 
 Atom Probe Tomography (APT) was used to characterize the volume fraction (f), 
diameter (d), average diameter (<d>), number density (N), and precipitate composition 
[30,31,56–58]. The high dpa NI specimens were examined using a Cameca LEAP 4000X HR 
at the Idaho Center for Advanced Energy Studies (CAES) while the ion irradiated specimens 
were run in a CAMECA LEAP 3000X HR at the University of California, Santa Barbara 
(UCSB). The specimens were run in voltage mode, which utilized identical systems within the 
LEAP 3000-4000 X HR, at a target evaporation rate of 0.50%, a pulse repetition rate of 200 
kHz with a 20% pulse fraction and a specimen temperature of ≤ 50K. 
 The reconstructions were performed with the CAMECA Integrated Visualization and 
Analysis Software (IVAS v3.6.12). Planes within low index poles were used to depth scale the 
reconstruction [59]. The cluster analysis was performed using the core-linkage algorithm, an 
extension of the maximum separation method, in the IVAS reconstruction package, as 
described elsewhere [60–62]. Based on a sensitivity analysis the following parameters were 
consistently used: order = 5; dmax=0.50-0.65 nm, Nmin=15-65 and maximum separation 
envelope of additional elements (L) = erosion distance of matrix elements (der) < = dmax. Further 
information on and improvements made to selection of cluster parameters can be found 
elsewhere [63]. The ranged solutes were Cu, Mn, Ni and Si and the overlapping Fe/Ni peak at 
58 Da was initially ranged as Ni, but a correction was then made to the number of Fe and Ni 
atoms using abundance ratios for Ni and Fe isotopes, as discussed elsewhere [11]. The N was 
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calculated by dividing the total number of clusters within the tip by the total sampled tip 
volume; the volume was calculated from the number of atoms evaporated multiplied by the 
atomic volume of Fe and corrected for detector efficiency. The efficiency corrected number of 
solute atoms in a cluster, multiplied by the atomic volume of Fe, is used to determine the 
corresponding spherically equivalent volume. The radius of that volume was then determined 
and the volume weighted average radius was then calculated. Clusters that were determined to 
be on the edge of the sample were counted as 0.5 in the N calculation and were excluded from 
the average size calculation. The precipitate mole fraction was calculated by dividing the 
number of solute atoms in the clusters by the total number of atoms in the probed region of the 
APT tip.  
 Despite being a powerful characterization tool, APT suffers from a number of potential 
artifacts such as surface diffusion, trajectory aberrations, multiple hits, pre-emission and 
variations in the local magnification factor [33,45,64–66]. While these artifacts can be 
minimized through carefully selected run parameters and advanced reconstruction procedures, 
they complicate the analysis. Trajectory aberrations (TA) refers to the changes in the local 
magnification factor relating to the tip topology [33,58,61,66,67]. Lower (in relation to the 
predominantly Fe matrix) evaporation field features like CRPs and MNSPs, result in local 
flattening, or even dimpling of the tip [64,68]. This change in local magnification causes the 
matrix atoms to focus into the detector region containing the precipitate atoms. In turn this 
results in the erroneous measurements of the precipitate composition and the appearance of 
physically unrealistic high hit densities of atoms within the precipitate [33,58]. By combining 
STEM-EDS and multi technique characterization studies (small-neutron scattering, small-
angle X-ray scattering, positron annihilation coincidence Doppler broadening, orbital electron 
momentum spectrum and lifetime measurements and combined electrical resistivity and 
Seebeck coefficient measurements), it’s been clearly shown high concentrations of Fe in the 
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precipitates are an APT artifact [45,64]. Thus the Fe content within the precipitates was 
excluded from calculations of precipitate size and compositions [33,45,64,66]. Further details 
on the methods of analysis can be found elsewhere [11,31,33,69]. 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 APT Comparisons of the NI and CPI Precipitates 
Figure 2 shows solute APT maps directly comparing the 0.15 % Cu and 0.71 % Ni, (LI) 
and the 0.24 % Cu and 1.03 % Ni (LD) steels that were NI and CPI at 295±5°C to ≈ 0.2 dpa. 
We have reported elsewhere [31] that the precipitates track the local composition that varies 
from tip to tip. Thus the compositions and f are the corresponding averages. Unless otherwise 
noted, the steels in section study contain ≈ 1.04±0.17 % Mn and ≈ 0.45±0.1 % Si. The relatively 
homogeneous distribution of quasi-spherical precipitates is qualitatively similar for both 
irradiation conditions in both alloys. Table 3 and Figure 3 show the precipitate Mn, Ni and Si 
compositions in both the CPI and NI conditions are nearly the same for both the LD (25.9±3.8 
%Cu, 36.9±0.9 %Ni, 21.3±3.3 %Mn and 15.9±0.4 %Si) and LI (23.2±1.0 %Cu, 35.2 ±1.0 %Ni, 
25.3±2.2 %Mn and 16.4±2.2 %Si) steels. The Si is only slightly higher and Mn slightly lower 
in the CPI condition. Table 4 shows that the main differences are a higher N and f in the NI 
condition, especially for the lower Cu and Ni steel. Figure 4 cross plots <d>, N and f for both 
steels in the two-irradiation conditions as a function of the bulk Cu in individual tips (again 
note, Ni also varies); <d> increases slightly with increasing Cu (and Ni), but is similar for the 
NI and CPI conditions; N and f also increase with Cu (and Ni). These results are qualitatively 
consistent with trends observed in previous NI studies of Cu bearing RPV steels, showing a 
large number of CRPs, either with a Mn, Ni and Si shell, or with a MNSP appendage [4,11,31]. 
The larger f in the NI condition is expected due to the much higher CPI dpa rate, which reduces 
the efficiency of RED. One seeming exception to previously observed NI trends, is a lower N 
for the higher dpa rate CPI case. At lower dpa, the precipitate N generally increases with NI 
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flux, or dpa rate. However, closer analysis of the NI data shows that this lower dpa trend is not 
observed at very high dpa and dpa rates (see Figure 10 below). Thus the lower CPI N is actually 




Table 3. Bulk, matrix and precipitate Cu, Ni, Mn and Si compositions at the lower and high dpa in 
the CPI (DuET:L and DuET:H) and NI (BR2 and ATR1) conditions. The absolute bulk and matrix 
compositions obtained from APT measurements are in at. %, while those for the precipitates are 
specified in terms of fractional %. 
Alloy 
Bulk Comp. (at.%) 
 
Matrix Comp. (at. %) 
 Precipitate Composition 
(fractional %) 
Cu Ni Mn Si 
 
Cu Ni Mn Si 
 
Cu Ni Mn Si 
LD:BR2 0.21 1.00 1.08 0.52  0.06 0.74 0.91 0.41  22.1 37.8 24.6 15.5 
LD:DuET:L 0.26 1.06 1.17 0.54  0.11 0.88 1.08 0.46  29.7 36.0 18.0 16.3 
LI:BR2 0.15 0.72 1.21 0.43  0.06 0.59 1.11 0.37  24.2 34.2 27.4 14.2 
LI:DuET:L 0.15 0.70 1.21 0.44  0.11 0.64 1.19 0.41  22.2 36.2 23.1 18.5 
LD:ATR1 0.25 1.18 1.08 0.54  0.04 0.21 0.57 0.08  10.3 46.9 22.5 20.3 
LD:DuET:H 0.23 1.22 1.12 0.54  0.10 0.29 1.24 0.17  8.5 50.2 20.9 20.4 
LG:ATR1 0.00 0.71 0.87 0.43  0.00 0.11 0.38 0.10  0.2 46.1 31.2 22.5 
A39:DuET:H 0.03 0.57 0.91 0.36  0.02 0.19 0.61 0.17  0.8 47.0 29.3 22.9 
CM6:ATR1 0.00 1.69 1.42 0.39  0.00 0.21 0.31 0.04  0.1 52.5 35.5 11.9 
A22:DuET:H 0.05 1.82 1.28 0.51  0.03 0.46 0.75 0.10  0.9 57.5 23.9 17.7 
 
 
Table 4. Bulk Cu, Ni, Mn and Si compositions and APT precipitate <d>, N and f at the low and 
high dpa in the CPI (DuET:L and DuET:H) and NI (BR2 and ATR1) conditions. 
Alloy 
Bulk Composition (at.%) <d> +/- N +/- f +/- 
106 
ions 
Cu Ni Mn Si (nm) (nm) (1023 m-3) (1023 m-3) (%) (%) 106 
LD:BR2 0.21 1.00 1.08 0.52 2.23 0.12 11.7 1.87 0.68 0.10 78.8 
LD:DuET:L 0.26 1.06 1.17 0.54 2.28 0.07 7.49 1.17 0.46 0.06 28.1 
LI:BR2 0.15 0.72 1.21 0.43 2.19 0.11 6.89 1.14 0.37 0.08 14.1 
LI:DuET:L 0.15 0.70 1.21 0.44 2.02 0.11 3.42 0.87 0.13 0.01 16.0 
LD:ATR1 0.25 1.18 1.08 0.54 4.01 0.31 6.98 1.26 2.11 0.23 40.8 
LD:DuET:H 0.23 1.22 1.12 0.54 4.65 0.39 3.33 0.32 1.97 0.32 160.0 
LG:ATR1 0.00 0.71 0.87 0.43 2.54 0.10 15.5 1.61 1.33 0.03 26.5 
A39:DuET:H 0.03 0.57 0.91 0.36 4.05 0.30 3.26 0.13 0.91 0.40 14.9 
CM6:ATR1 0.00 1.69 1.42 0.39 3.18 0.09 17.3 1.32 2.82 0.14 30.0 
A22:DuET:H 0.05 1.82 1.28 0.51 4.99 0.35 4.85 0.62 2.40 0.39 31.5 
  
 
Figure 4.  
 Figure 5 shows the APT maps for the same high 0.24+0.02 % Cu and 1.20+0.02 % Ni 
steel (LD) in the high ≈ 1.8 dpa, 320°C NI and ≈ 4.0 dpa, 290°C CPI conditions. The 
corresponding MNSP parameters, summarized in Tables 3 and 4, again show that in the NI 
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condition the N values are larger, while the <d> are slightly smaller. However, the MNSP f 
(1.97-2.11%) and compositions (9.4±0.9 %Cu, 48.6±1.7 %Ni, 21.7±0.8 %Mn and 20.4±0.05 
%Si) are nearly identical. In both cases the alloy is nearly completely precipitated. Note the 
small N and <d> differences may partly be due to the higher NI Ti.  
 Figure 6 shows APT maps comparing high dpa NI and CPI conditions for the LG/A32 
and CM6/A22) steels with low Cu, and both medium ≈ 0.64+0.07 (LG/A32)) and high 
≈1.76+0.06 %Ni (CM6/A22). These steels also contain 0.87 to 1.42 % Mn and 0.36 to 0.51 % 
Si. The <d>, N and f cross plots in Figures 7a-c are for individual tips of high Cu and Ni steel 
(LD). The CPI alloys have distinctly lower N and slightly lower f compared to the NI results. 
The CPI <d> values are also slightly larger; and the N and f increase with Cu in both irradiation 
conditions. These trends are similar to those in the same steel at lower dpa. Figures 7d-f show 
the corresponding comparison for low Cu and both low and high Ni steels with roughly similar 
Mn and Si contents. The <d>, N and f all increase with Ni, in a way that is similar for both the 
NI and CPI conditions. If thermodynamic solute product based adjustments (see Section 3.3) 
are made to account for differences in the Mn, Ni and Si in the medium Ni LG/A32 and high 
Ni CM6/A22 alloys, the f for the NI condition (1.8 dpa at 320°C) are about 13% (medium Ni) 
to 33% (high Ni) larger than for the CPI condition (4 dpa at 290°C). Again, this observation is 
consistent with slower precipitation at a higher dpa rate.    
 Figure 8a shows the MNSP fractional compositions are also similar in the paired 
LG/A39 and CM6/A22 steels, again especially if differences in the bulk alloy compositions are 
considered. The MNSP compositions in the high Ni alloys average Ni ≈ 55±2.5, while the Mn 
+ Si ≈ 45±.3.0; in the medium Ni steel the MNSP compositions average Ni ≈ 47±0.5, while the 
Mn + Si ≈ 53±1.0%. As a compliment to Figure 8a, the stacked bar graph in Figure 8b shows 
the absolute individual volume fractions of the Mn, Ni and Si solutes in both the bulk steels 
and precipitates.  Here, Cu is excluded since it is a separate attached phase. Figure 8b shows 
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that: a) as expected, significant amounts of solutes remain dissolved in the matrix; b) the 
absolute f of the DuET CPI are smaller than for the ATR-1 NI, especially when adjusted for 
the bulk solute contents; and c) the largest difference in the CPI versus NI relative precipitate 
compositions is the somewhat lower amount of Mn in A22 versus CM6 (also see Figure 8a), 





 Figure 9a-d shows APT map blowups of the CPI and NI precipitates in the high Cu-Ni 
content steel (LD) for both the low and high dpa conditions. At a lower 0.2 dpa the precipitates 
exhibit a core-shell structure in both CPI and NI conditions. At high dpa the Cu-rich core grows 
a MNSP appendage in both cases, consistent with previous high dpa NI observations 
[31,38,39]. The blown up view Figure 9e for the high 3.69 Ni and 1.31 Si alloy with  0.98 Mn 
(A13) in the high dpa DuET:H CPI condition, suggests that the MNSP is a compact polyhedral 
intermetallic precipitate.  
Clearly, NI and CPI produce similar precipitate microstructures. In a given alloy, the major 
differences are lower N and f and slightly larger <d> (at high dpa) in the CPI condition. While 
increasing N at higher dpa rate has often been observed in lower dpa NI, Figure 10 shows that 
N actually decreases with dpa for the CPI in a way that is close to the extrapolated trend for a 
NI alloy at high  > 1013n/cm2-s (1.6x10-8 dpa/s) and t > 1020 n/cm2 (0.15 dpa). While this 
trend is opposite to those observed for NI at lower dpa rates and dpa, it is qualitatively 
consistent with the effect of ballistic mixing by cascades [47]. Nevertheless, in view of these 
modest differences, CPI can be used as a convenient tool to assess the relative embrittlement 
sensitivity to various steel compositions, as well as a way to create RPV steel precipitate 
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microstructures for scientific studies of mechanisms. It should be emphasized that these 
conclusions are for modest dpa and dpa rate CPI irradiations. This degree of NI and CPI 
similitude may not be the case for much higher CPI dpa and dpa rates used in studies of 




3.2 Characterization of Precipitation in the DuET CPI Steels 
 The APT solute maps in Figure 11 for the 6 advanced steel series (A-series) CPI at 4 
dpa and 290°C (not shown previously) that contain a wide range of 0.19 to 3.69 %Ni, 0.03 to 
0.25% Cu, 0.08 to 1.21% Mn, and 0.36 to 1.31% Si. The APT maps, precipitate parameters 
and compositions in Tables 5 and 6 reveal the effects of systematic variation in bulk solute 
contents. Figure 12a and Table 6 shows a very high Ni and Si (3.23 Ni 0.98 Mn 1.26 Si %) 
A13 steel, with the largest total solute content of ≈ 5.47 % in the A-series CPI alloys, contains 
a very large MNSP f ≈ 4.51%, even without much Cu. Note the Ni/Mn/Si phase composition, 
of ≈ 61/14/25, is reasonably close to the stoichiometric G-phase (Ni16Mn6Si7 - 55/21/24), but 
with a higher Ni and Si contents, reflecting the larger alloy content of these elements.   
 Figure 11b shows the APT maps for a medium 0.45 % Si, high 3.1 % Ni (A32). Both 
alloys contain relatively high 0.98 (A13) and 1.26 (A32) % Mn. As expected that both the Si 
content and f of the MNSPs are lower in A32 compared to the high Si steel (A13). Table 6 
shows that f decreases from 4.51 to 3.83% between A13 and A32, primarily associated with a 
lower N. The Ni contents of the MNSPs (61.9 and 65.9%) are similar. Thus, in spite of large 
differences in alloy Si (A32 0.45 and A13 1.26 %) the total MNSP percentages of Mn + Si 
(A13 33.5% and A32 38.6%) are also similar, since they trade off with each other, as observed 
previously in lower dpa NI study [11]. 
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 Figure 11c shows the MNSPs in a high 3.69 Ni and 1.31 Si % alloy with low 0.29 % 
Mn (A28). Table 6 shows that f decreases slightly from ≈ 4.51 to 3.95% between alloy contents 
of 0.98 (A13) and 0.29 % Mn (A28). The lower f can be attributed to less Mn (5.00 versus 
13.9%) in the A28 MNSPs. In both cases, Ni-Si rich MNSPs have compositions about midway 
between Ni2Si and Ni3Si type phases. Note that some individual tips of A28 steel contain 
atypically high bulk Ni, producing higher f than on average.  
Figure 11d shows that CRP/MNSP co-precipitates form in the high 0.25 % Cu steel with 
high Ni, Mn and Si (A16). CRPs, with a Cu-rich core and Mn-Ni-Si shell, form rapidly then 
slowly evolve discrete, what appears to be an ordered intermetallic co-precipitate appendages 
at higher dpa (see Figure 8) [31,39]. CRP/MNSP co-precipitates are observed both in 
association with dislocations and apparently homogeneously distributed in the matrix. The 
MNSP appendage accounts for ≈ 95% (3.42%) of the total MNSP f ≈ 3.63%. The average A16 
MNSP composition is similar to that in the low Cu steel A32, with an otherwise similar 
composition.  
The f ≈ 3.42 and 3.83% in these medium Si and higher Mn A16 and A32 steels, decrease to 
≈ 0.73% at very low 0.08 % Mn (A34), again mainly due to a lower N. The systematic effect 
of Mn “starvation” on limiting precipitation and modifying the phase selection was previously 
reported by Almirall et al. for the A-series steels NI to ≈ 0.2 dpa at 290°C [11]. Figure 11e 
shows that the CPI of a very low Mn, medium Si steel exhibits an enormous amount of Ni, and 
to a lesser extent Si, segregation to dislocations. In contrast, a limited amount of Mn is located 
in precipitates on the dislocations, mainly at their intersections.  
 Figure 11f shows an APT solute map for a low Cu and very low 0.2 at.% Ni alloy with 
medium 1.31 Mn and high 1.21 Si (A37). Table 6 shows a small MNSP f ≈ 0.58% in this case. 
All three solutes segregate to dislocations in A37, again forming precipitates at their 
intersections as well as along them, in string of pearls fashion. The MNSPs in the low Ni, high 
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Si steel contain almost equal amounts of Ni and Si, with compositions of ≈ Ni2Si2Mn. These 
compositions are in the vicinity of the Fe-Mn-Ni-Si quaternary MnSi phase field.  
Figure 11. 
Table 5. Bulk, matrix and precipitate Cu, Ni, Mn and Si compositions obtained from APT 
measurements for the very high fluence ion (DuET:H) and neutron irradiation (ATR-1) conditions. 
Alloy 
Bulk Comp. (%) 
 
Matrix Comp. (%) 
 Precipitate Comp. Fraction 
% 
Cu Ni Mn Si 
 
Cu Ni Mn Si 
 
Cu Ni Mn Si 
LD:ATR-1 0.25 1.18 1.08 0.54  0.04 0.21 0.57 0.08  10.3 46.9 22.5 20.3 
LD:DuET:H 0.23 1.22 1.12 0.54  0.10 0.29 1.24 0.17  8.5 50.2 20.9 20.4 
LG:ATR-1 0.00 0.71 0.87 0.43  0.00 0.11 0.38 0.10  0.2 46.1 31.2 22.5 
CM6:ATR-1 0.00 1.69 1.42 0.39  0.00 0.21 0.31 0.04  0.1 52.5 35.5 11.9 
A13:DuET:H 0.05 3.23 0.98 1.26  0.02 0.53 0.39 0.16  0.5 60.9 13.9 24.7 
A16:DuET:H 0.25 3.05 0.98 0.39  0.05 0.72 0.40 0.03  5.7 65.1 19.3 9.9 
A22:DuET:H 0.05 1.82 1.28 0.51  0.03 0.46 0.75 0.10  0.9 57.5 23.9 17.7 
A28:DuET:H 0.05 3.69 0.29 1.31  0.03 1.02 0.09 0.26  0.6 68.0 5.00 26.5 
A32:DuET:H 0.04 3.10 1.26 0.45  0.01 0.62 0.43 0.03  0.6 65.9 22.7 10.8 
A34:DuET:H 0.05 3.51 0.08 0.43  0.03 0.81 0.04 0.05  0.9 67.7 8.2 23.1 
A37:DuET:H 0.04 0.19 1.31 1.21  0.04 0.04 1.21 0.73  1.4 38.4 20.4 39.8 
A39:DuET:H 0.03 0.57 0.91 0.36  0.02 0.19 0.61 0.17  0.8 47.0 29.3 22.9 
 
 
Table 6. Bulk Cu, Ni, Mn and Si compositions and APT precipitate <d>, N and f for the very high 
fluence ion (DuET:H) and neutron irradiation (ATR-1) conditions. 
Alloy 
APT Bulk Comp (at.%) <d> +/- N +/- f +/- 
106 
ions 
Cu Ni Mn Si (nm) (nm) (1023 m-3) (1023 m-3) (%) (%)  
LD:ATR-1 0.25 1.18 1.08 0.54 4.01 0.31 6.98 1.26 2.11 0.23 40.8 
LD:DuET:H 0.23 1.22 1.12 0.54 4.65 0.39 3.33 0.32 1.97 0.32 160.0 
LG:ATR-1 0.00 0.71 0.87 0.43 2.54 0.10 15.5 1.61 1.33 0.03 26.5 
CM6:ATR-1 0.00 1.69 1.42 0.39 3.18 0.09 17.3 1.32 2.82 0.14 30.0 
A13:DuET:H 0.05 3.23 0.98 1.26 5.45 0.01 6.62 1.26 4.51 0.18 17.1 
A16:DuET:H 0.25 3.05 0.98 0.39 5.82 1.07 2.22 1.44 3.63 0.24 77.0 
A22:DuET:H 0.05 1.82 1.28 0.51 4.99 0.35 4.85 0.62 2.40 0.39 31.5 
A28:DuET:H 0.05 3.69 0.29 1.31 4.75 0.79 5.90 1.81 3.95 0.08 19.2 
A32:DuET:H 0.04 3.10 1.26 0.45 5.74 0.57 4.73 0.47 3.83 0.38 12.0 
A34:DuET:H 0.05 3.51 0.08 0.43 5.32 0.53 1.08 0.11 0.73 0.07 21.2 
A37:DuET:H 0.04 0.19 1.31 1.21 4.03 1.23 0.56 0.57 0.58 0.25 52.3 




Visual examination of all of the APT maps in Figure 11 shows major to massive amounts 
of solute segregation to dislocation segments. The role of solute segregated dislocations, and 
dislocation loops, acting as heterogeneous precipitate nucleation sites, is both widely observed 
and important [4,11,27,38,46,70]. Models for heterogeneous nucleation of precipitates in 
irradiated RPV steels have been proposed by both H. Ke et al. and Mamivand et al., based on 
CALPHAD thermodynamics [36] and RED kinetics [37,38]. JH. Ke et al. also developed a 
model for MNSP formation in under saturated Fe-9Cr steels, due to RIS at dislocations, even 
in alloys containing only small amounts of Mn, Ni and Si [46]. It is also visually evident in 
Figure 11 that the CPI A-series alloys have high to very high dislocation densities. A detailed 
discussion of dislocation structures and the character, as well as the causes and consequences 
of the corresponding solute segregation, is beyond the scope of this paper. However, these key 
topics are being addressed in detail as part of ongoing work.   
To more fully illustrate the previous discussion, Figure 12a shows cross plots of the 
individual effects of variations in Cu, Mn, Ni and Si on <d>, N and f of the MNSPs. Note that 
Cu is not included in the MNSP f; the precipitate Cu is < 2 % with the exception of LD and 
A16 steels. The lines are simply to guide the eye. Except in the case of the Cu bearing steels, 
N and f increase with the solute content. The <d> does not vary much with Mn and Si, but 
increases slightly with Ni.  At very high Ni ≈ 3.2 %, the f reaches very large values of more 
than 4%.  
The stacked bar graphs in Figure 12b show the Mn, Si and Ni contents of both the steels 
and precipitates for all of the compositions in the high dpa CPI condition. As noted above, the 
f values are lowest for the steels with low Mn and Ni. For steels with more typical Mn contents, 
f increases systematically with Ni. Notably, the data shows that higher Si also increases f. A 
large effect of Si has not been observed in the case of NI at a lower ≈ 0.20 dpa and 320°C [11].  
The solid lines show that the precipitate to alloy solute content ratio (f/[XNi+XMn+XSi]) 
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increases with the steel Mn+Ni+Si. Finally, while the f is smaller for low Mn and Ni steels, it 
is not insignificant. The dominant effect of Ni is also shown in Figure 12c, plotting 2Ni + Cu 
versus the total f (including Cu) for both high dpa NI and CPI conditions. Ni dominance is due 
to the fact that Ni ≈ Mn + Si in both the G and Γ2 phase type precipitates [11,31,36,37]. As 
shown in Figure 12c, the high dpa NI f fall ≈ 37% above those for CPI conditions; again, this 
is likely a result of the much higher CPI dpa rates.  
Figure 12. 
As noted previously, MNSPs are typically G and Γ2 type phase compositions. However, 
these phases cannot form at very low Mn, Si and Ni. Thus the lower, but still significant, f in 
in these solute poor alloys suggests the selection of other phases. Figure 13 shows the Mn-Ni-
Si projection of the Fe-Mn-Ni-Si quaternary at 277°C for the A-series steels in this study. Note, 
there is not a significant difference between the CALPHAD predictions at 277 and 290°C [37]. 
For typical RPV steel bulk Mn (≈ 0.8-1.5 %), Ni(≈ 0.5-1.6%) and Si (0.2-1.2%) contents, the 
precipitate compositions are clustered around the G and Γ2 phases, as expected. However, the 
compositions of two other alloys with low Mn (A28, A34) are close to the Ni3Si ’ phase, 
slightly alloyed with Mn. However, the TEM FFT power spectra shown in Figure S1 of the 
supplemental information suggests that the MNSP structure is consistent with Ni2Si. The 
MNSPs in the low Ni A37 steel are closer to the phase field labeled MnSi, which actually spans 
a thermodynamic composition range of ≈ 28 to 38 % Ni. The precipitate composition in the 
A16 and A32 alloys, with the lower Si, high Mn and the highest Ni, fall slightly closer to the 
Ni3Mn than to the G phase. This may represent nonstoichiometric enrichment of Ni in the G-
phase; or alloying of a Ni3Mn phase with Si. Note, that even though A16 contains ≈ 0.25 % of 
bulk Cu, the MNSP composition only slightly deviates from the low Cu A32 steel with an 
otherwise similar composition. This reflects the separate MNSP appendage formation on CRPs 
(see Figure 8). All of these results are highly consistent with trends observed in high dpa NI. 
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A major conclusion is that even with insufficient amounts of any of the Mn, Ni or Si needed to 
form typical G or Γ2 type phases, other precipitates still form at very high dpa, albeit at a lower 
f.   
Figure 13. 
3.3 Thermodynamic analysis and discussion 
The MNSP observed in typical RPV steels are the Ni3Mn2Si (nominal) 2 phase or the 
Ni16Mn6Si7 (nominal) G-phase [36–39,46]. These phases are formed by the following reactions 
 16Ni(s) + 6Mn(s) + 7Si(s)  Ni16Mn6Si7     (1a) 
or 
 3Ni(s) + 2Mn(s) + 1Si(s)  Ni3Mn2Si      (1b) 
Here, the (s) indicates dissolved solutes. Taking the precipitate activities as 1, the MNSP solvus 
















1/6 are solute products (SPG/2) for 
G and 2 phases, the Xi are the dissolved solute mole fractions and KG/2(T) are the temperature 
dependent equilibrium reaction constant, that incorporates the activity coefficients of the 
dissolved solutes and the formation free energy of the pertinent G or 2 phase. Ke used 
CALPHAD to determine the KG/2(T) for a range of typical RPV steel compositions as  
KG(290) ≈ 2.56x10-3 and K2(290)  ≈  2.21x10-3 [37,38]. 
The high dpa ATR-1 NI and DuET:H CPI both produce MNSP full precipitation. The 
limiting f, ignoring the Gibbs-Thomson effect, can be calculated as: 
 fG ≈ {[XNi – (KG/[XMn6XSi7])(1/29)}/0.55      (3a) 
 f2 ≈ {XNi – (/[XMn2XSi])(1/6)]/0.50      (3b)  
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These estimates involve several assumptions. First they are for stoichiometric G and 2 phases. 
Second Equations 3a and b assume that the alloy Ni content controls f. The third assumption is 
there is sufficient Mn and Ni to match the G phase or 2 phase stoichiometric compositions.  
In reality, even in phases that are stoichiometric at full equilibrium, ranges of compositions are 
thermodynamically accessible if there are free energy reductions upon solute precipitation from 
solid solutions, as is the case prior to equilibrium. Further, higher chemical potentials of the 
individual solutes can alter the MNSP compositions so as to track the overall alloy chemistry. 
It has also been shown that Mn and Si trade off in MNSPs, again in response to the steel 
composition [11,31]. Finally, the nanoscale precipitate compositions are modified their 
interface energies that also depend on composition. These thermodynamic effects affecting 
MNSP compositions can be further modified by differences in the solute transport mechanisms 
and kinetics as a result of RIS.  
 More detailed thermokinetic models have been reported [37,38] and reduced order fully 
physical models will be the topic of future publications. Here we simply, assess how well the 
MNSP f correlates with the SPs at high dpa. Least square linear fits of f correlate slightly better 
with SPG than with SP2. Figure 14 plots the SPG fit to the CPI f data shown as green squares. 
The ATR-1 NI data are also shown as blue triangles. Notably, the high dpa CPI and NI f(SPG) 
follow very similar trends. They extrapolate to f ≈ 0 at SPG ≈ 0.002, which is consistent with 
the calculated CALPHAD KG(290°C). Since the bulk SPG does not account for the Gibbs-
Thomson effect the actual SPG is actually may be slightly lower than the CALPHAD 
prediction. The red circles are lower dose ATR-2 NI to ≈ 0.2 dpa at 320°C. In this case, the f 
values are lower, as expected, indicating the effects of nucleation and initial growth at SPG less 
than about 0.01. However, for higher SPG the f trend is very similar that at high dpa.  
Figure 14. 
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 Figure 15 plots the f predicted by Equations 3a versus the measured values for CPI that 
result in G (or Γ2) phase. The red circles are for alloys that have sufficient Mn and Si to form 
stoichiometric G phase, while the blue squares do not. In the case of alloys with sufficient Mn 
and Si to form G-phase, the best-fit line forced though 0 has a slope of 0.90, consistent with a 
small Gibbs-Thomson effect. The actual best-fit line has an f intercept of ≈ 0.004 and a slope 
of 0.71, consistent with a larger Gibbs-Thomson effect. As expected the high Ni data with 
insufficient Mn and Si to form stoichiometric G-phase fall below the extrapolated fit lines. 
Overall, the agreement between the predicted and measured f is surprisingly good and highly 
supportive of the thermodynamic analysis.  
Figure 15. 
3.4 Estimates of Δσy and ΔT 
The APT f measured in the CPI can be used to estimate the corresponding irradiation 
hardening (Δσy) based on well-established dispersed barrier models [4,6,10,31,33,71,72]. 
However we use a simpler method using the empirical relation derived in [11]. 
Δσy ≈ 314√f(%).          (4) 
The Δσy for these alloys has been measured for the ATR-2 NI to a lower ≈ 0.20 dpa at 290°C. 
Thus, in order to compare predicted and measured Δσy, the CPI APT f must first be adjusted 
to ATR-2 NI condition, fA2. Based on the trend in a number of other alloys irradiated in both 
ATR-1 (A1) and ATR-2 (A2), an empirical adjustment factor was found to be 
 fA2/fA1 ≈ 0.245Ni + 0.65Cu 
Here Ni and Cu are the bulk alloy compositions. The Δσy predicted fA2 based on assuming the 
CPI fcpi ≈ fA1 is plotted against the measured ATR-2 hardening in Figure 16a. The filled red 
symbols are for the alloys that form precipitates with G and Γ2 type compositions. The filled 
blue squares are for high Ni, low to very low Mn steels that form Ni2-3Si type precipitate 
compositions. The lines are least square fits forced through 0,0. It appears that the Ni2-3Si type 
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precipitates are weaker dislocation obstacles than those with G or Γ2 phase type compositions.  
For perspective the estimated ΔT ≈ 0.7Δσy is plotted in Figure 16b [72]. In alloys with high Ni 
and Mn the ΔT are large even at lower service relevant dpa. 
Figure 16. 
4. Conclusions  
 The results of this study, comparing NI and CPI, can be summarized as follows. The 
precipitate compositions are similar in both irradiation conditions. At high dpa MNSPs and 
CRP-MNSPs form in low Cu and Cu bearing alloys, respectively. In the latter case, lower dpa 
Cu core Mn-Ni-Si shell structures evolve into CRP-MNSP appendage co-precipitate features 
at high dpa. For a wide range of typical RPV steel compositions, the MNSPs have G and 2 
type phase compositions. CPI produces fewer and larger precipitates. Further, higher dpa are 
needed to form the same precipitate f for CPI versus NI conditions. The delayed precipitation 
is consistent with enhanced recombination of vacancies and SIA defects at higher CPI dpa 
rates, which reduces the efficiency of RED (and RIS). The MNSP grow slowly, but eventually 
reach large f at high dpa. Notably, f correlates well with the G-phase solute product, 
(Ni16Mn6Si7) (1/29), and is close to the equilibrium value, slightly modified by the Gibbs-
Thomson effect. However, in steels with very low Mn and high Ni and Si, Ni2-3Si silicide type 
compositions are selected rather than those for the G or 2 type phases; and when Ni is low, a 
MnSi phase field type composition, which still contains ≈ 28-38% Ni, is observed. High Ni 
and Mn alloys with lower Si form Ni3Mn type precipitates alloyed with small amounts of Si 
(10-12%).  
Thermodynamic models are able to predict the f for alloys with G and 2 type precipitate 
compositions. Deviations are likely associated with the Gibbs-Thomson effect and/or 
insufficient Mn and Si to form precipitates with close to stoichiometric compositions. In this 
case Ni does not fully control f. The f from the CPI can be used to estimate y and T at 
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lower service relevant dpa. While not quantitatively accurate, this allows scoping studies of the 
embrittlement sensitivity of new RPV alloys. The y also suggest that Ni-Si dominated 
precipitates may be weaker dislocation obstacles than the G and 2 type MNSPs. 
 
Data Availability 
The raw/processed data required to reproduce these findings cannot be shared at this time due 
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Figure 1. a) A scanning electron microscope image showing the FIB liftout from a CPI steel 
that is subsequently sectioned and mounted onto the micro-tip posts; and, b) annular milling 
produces a FIB sharpened APT specimen with the SRIM calculated damage (peak of 13 dpa) 
as a function of depth overlaid. 
 
 
Figure 2. Solute maps directly comparing lower dpa ≈ 0.2 dpa CPI (DuET:L) and NI (BR2) 
conditions at nominally a-b) medium 0.15% Cu and 0.71% Ni (LI); and, c-d) high 0.24% Cu 




Figure 3. Bar graphs comparing the Ni, Mn, and Si precipitate compositions for the lower dpa 
NI (BR2) and CPI (DuET:L) high 1.03% Ni (LD) and medium 0.71% Ni (LI) steels. All 
compositions are in at.%. 
 
 
Figure 4. The lower dpa CPI (DuET:L) and NI (BR2) individual tip bulk Cu content 





Figure 5. Solute maps directly comparing the high dpa ATR1 NI and DuET:H CPI for 
nominally the 1.20% Ni and 0.24% Cu steel (LD). This steel also contains 1.08 to 1.12% Mn 







Figure 6. Solute maps for DuET:H CPI and ATR1 NI conditions, comparing compositionally 
similar low ≈ 0.05% Cu steels: a) LG/A39 (0.71 and 0.57% Ni) and b) CM6/A22 (1.69 and 




Figure 7. The high dpa CPI (DuET:H) and NI (ATR1) individual tip bulk a-c) Cu; and, d-f) Ni 
alloy content dependence of the precipitate <d>, N and f.  
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Figure 8. Bar graphs comparing the high dpa CPI (DuET:H) and NI (ATR1) LD and paired 
medium and high Ni steels:  a) the relative Mn, Ni and Si compositions; and, b) the total bulk 
solute content of the steels (first bar), along with the corresponding precipitate f for the 




Figure 9. APT maps of the typical Cu-Mn-Ni-Si precipitate in high Cu-Ni content steel (LD) 
and lower Cu-Ni content steel (LI): a and b) lower dpa BR2 NI and DuET:L CPI; c and d) 
corresponding APT maps for the same steel (LD) from the high dpa ATR1 NI and DuET:H 
CPI; and, e) an APT map of a typical polyhedral appearing MNSP in highest Mn, Ni, Si steel 




Figure 10. A plot showing that N decreases at higher dpa in the high Cu and Ni steel (LD) for 
both high dpa rate NI and CPI conditions.   
 
 
Figure 11. The APT solute maps showing the precipitates formed under CPI (DuET:H) in a) 
very high Ni and Si, medium Mn A13; (b) very high Ni, medium Si and Mn A32; c) low Mn, 
very high Ni and Si A28; d) high Cu, very high Ni, medium Mn and Si A16; e) very high Ni 
with very low Mn content A34; f) low Ni, medium Mn and high Si A37. Except for A16, all 




Figure 12. a) Cross plots of the individual effects of variations in alloy solute content of Cu, 
Mn, Ni or Si (at.%), as shown by the labels in the figure, on <d>, N and f of the MNSPs in 
alloys with otherwise similar (not identical) compositions; b) stacked bar plots of the total bulk 
solute content (first bar) and precipitate Mn, Ni and Si f (second bar). c) 2Ni + Cu versus the 




Figure 13. The precipitate compositions for the DuET:H condition plotted on the Mn-Ni-Si 
ternary projection of the Fe-Mn-Ni-Si phase diagram at 277°C. Alloy composition details are 






Figure 14: SPG least square fit to the CPI DuET:H and ATR-1 NI individual APT tip f data. 
The high dose ATR-1 NI f follow a similar trend, while the lower dose ATR-2 NI f are smaller 
as expected.  
 
Figure 15. Comparison of the equilibrium thermodynamic model predicted to measured f. The 
red circles are alloys with sufficient Mn and Si to form stoichiometric G-phases type 
precipitates with the equilibrium precipitated Ni. The blue squares have insufficient Mn and Si 
to form stoichiometric G-phases type precipitates consistent with the large amount potentially 
precipitated Ni. The slopes of < 1 reflect the Gibbs-Thomson effect on the solubility limit in 




Figure 16. The a) Δσy and b) ΔT predictions in NI ATR-2 calculated using an empirical 
adjustment factor plotted against the measured ATR-2 hardening [72]. The filled red symbols 
are for the alloys that form precipitates with G and Γ2 type compositions. The filled blue squares 








Figure S1. High resolution TEM image and a corresponding FFT image of one MNSP from 
alloy A28 (3.69at.% Ni 0.29% Mn 1.31%). This power spectra suggests that the MNSP 
structure is consistent with Ni2Si. 
 
 
 
